
Rat Patrol - Enigma Raid
 - Lighthouse Sudden Death

Setup order

1 x2

2 x1

3 x3

4 x8

5 x6

6 x1

7 x4

Historical Background
At midnight, a secret Enigma coding machine at this German lighthouse will be given to the U-Boat commander who leads convoy
attacks.  In this  TV-like scenario, an Allied "Rat Patrol" a Jeep must capture the Enigma and return to HQ by exiting the top right flank.
From Wikipedia:  "The Rat Patrol is an American action and adventure television series that aired on ABC between 1966 and 1968. The
show follows the exploits of four Allied soldiers ? three Americans and one Englishman ? who are part of a long-range desert patrol
group (LRPG) in the North African campaign during World War II. Their mission: 'To attack, harass and wreak havoc on Field Marshal
Rommel's vaunted Afrika Korps'."  In the powerful opening credits, both speeding Jeeps flew airborne over a sand dune while their
gunners stood in the back and fired the .45 caliber machine guns.  

Briefing
? At midnight, a secret Enigma coding machine at a German
lighthouse will be given to a key U-Boat commander.  
? In this Sudden Death scenario, an Allied Jeep needs to
capture the secret Enigma machine and exit the top right hex.
? The Allies have two Jeep units and four British commando
units.
? The Axis have a half-track, an artillery battery, and six
infantry units.

Conditions of Victory
Sudden Death:  If a Jeep exits the top right flank with the
Enigma
   -Axis Victory Conditions    -->    Destroy the Jeep units
   -Allied Victory Conditions  -->    Exit top right flank with the
Enigma machine in a Jeep

Special Rules
Standard rules for 2 Jeep units (of 2 figures each) and one
Half-track unit (with three figures):

    - Jeeps have 2 figures each.  They can move 4 spaces and
attack with the same strength and range as infantry (3-2-1). 
    - Jeeps are hard to hit and involve two rolls.*  Any grenades
or infantry figures on Roll #1 are rerolled.  Any grenade rolled
on Roll #2 is a hit.  
       (Flags are ignored).
    -  German Half-track has 3 figures.  It can move 2 spaces and
attack up to two spaces with 2 dice.  
    -  German Half-track is like armor, it is destroyed with a
grenade or tank roll. (It may take ground but can not do an
Armor Overrun).
If Jeep and Half-Track figures are not available (can be found
in the Equipment Pack expansion), tank units with badges can
represent them.
* From Equipment Pack rulebook: "Patrol Cars are much more
elusive and harder to hit than normal Infantry figures. All
enemy battle dice rolled against a Patrol Car are ignored.
Instead, those dice that would have scored a hit had the unit
been a normal Infantry unit are rerolled. One hit is confirmed
for each re-roll that is a Grenade; all other rerolls (including
Flags, if any) are ignored."
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